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We test the Tracking System (detectors and 
algorithms):

Limits: 
Only in the calorimeter acceptance
Excluded velo subdetector

We work at track level: we need the most 
unbiased sample as possible
We are not statistical limited
→ Possible to get the efficiency as function of many 

variables (Pt, P, η, φ, …)
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In LHCb we have different tracking algorithms:
Velo: combining hits in the velo
Forward: extending Velo tracks to the T stations 
(Eventually add TT hits)
T seed: combining hits of IT and OT
Match: match T-station tracks to velo tracks. 
(Eventually add TT hits)
Downstream: extrapolating T tracks to TT
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• All these algorithms runs independently (i.e. on all hits)
• We can study the tracking efficiency for each algorithm 
(and for Long tracks that are part of the best container, i.e. 
consisting of Forward and Match algorithms). 

For who is interested, all plots and results at:
http://www.nikhef.nl/~bstoraci/TrackingEfficiency

http://www.nikhef.nl/~bstoraci/TrackingEfficiency/Pt/


1. “All” tracks: Matching a Velo-segment with 
a Calorimeter cluster

2. “Found” tracks: Matching the Velo-Calo
trajectory to the parameters of tracks 
found by each tracking algorithm 

3. Efficiency = Found/All (for each algorithm)
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Velo-Calo trajectory:
Linear fit inside the velo
Match all velo segments with all calo clusters

Momentum estimation through iterative procedure: 
momentum OK when the x of the extrapolated 
trajectory and the x of the cluster in the calorimeter 
are closer than 1mm. (for z took the center of the 
calorimeter!)
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GOAL: 
Match a velo-segment with a cluster in the calorimeter

These tracks MUST have gone through the T-system 
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Delta Y: distance between y position of the cluster and y value 
for the extrapolated trajectory at the calorimeter
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Signal: correct match 
between velo trajectory 
and calorimeter cluster

z

y

Background: 
wrong matches
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Optimization of a window around the Velo-Calo track to decide if 
there is a T-seed that can match with it.

Velo

T-System
Calo

Extrapolated all the T-segments 
and the Velo-Calo track to 
position 8520mm: 
Studied distribution of:
Δx, Δtx

GOAL: 
Matching the Velo-Calo trajectory to the parameters of tracks 

found by each tracking algorithm 
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Signal          → double gaussian
Background → 4 degree polynomial

GOAL: 
Tracking Efficiency estimation (for each algorithm)

alleventssignal

downstreameventssignal
downstream n

n

__

__=ε
Fitted signal and background for 
trajectories which matches with tracks 
find with a specific tracking algorithm.

Fitted signal and background for all 
trajectories.

Assumption: 
Tracking efficiency not dependent on Δy

↓
Fixing the Gaussian parameters from 

“numerator”

Numerator: Denominator
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Validity of the iterative procedure 
for the momentum estimation: 
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Distribution of differences in q/p for long tracks and 
velo-calo trajectories matching this long track.

For all calo-area σ~10-6 :
Good estimation of q/p with the iterative procedure!
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T-segment Fitted σ
Inner-Calo

Fitted σ
Middle-Calo

Fitted σ
Outer-Calo

Δx 5.53 ± 0.35 9.59 ± 0.51 15.47 ± 0.92

Δtx 0.0018 ± 0.0001 0.0032 ± 0.0002 0.0054 ± 0.0004

• Used variables (Δx, Δtx) uncorrelated to Δy at 
calorimeter  

→ at ~5σ we reach the plateau in the efficiency!
• Parameters optimized for different calo-areas
• Similar resolution for data and MC 

→ same windows used

DATA 2009

T-segment Fitted σ
Inner-Calo

Fitted σ
Middle-Calo

Fitted σ
Outer-Calo

Δx 6.51 ± 0.21 10.21 ± 0.29 13.80 ± 0.41

Δtx 0.0018 ± 0.0001 0.0034 ± 0.0001 0.0048 ± 0.0001

MC 2009



Δx and Δtx are linearly correlated                  
→ rectangular cut is NOT optimal.

Next improvement: decorrelate them before 
cutting. 
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Inner Calo Area Middle Calo Area Outer Calo Area
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DATA (Tlong, 5σ window)

MC (Tlong, 5σ window)
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Track Type ε (data)  % ε (MC) % ε_data / ε_MC 

Official Massaged Official Massaged 

T Seed 83.76 1.38 91.64 1.04 89.38 1.03 0.91 0.94

Downstream 77.05 1.26 87.76 1.01 84.85 0.98 0.88 0.91

Match 78.28 1.25 92.25 1.04 89.44 1.02 0.85 0.88

Long 88.22 1.44 96.95 1.11 98.07 1.13 0.91 0.90

Forward 84.85 1.35 93.61 1.03 95.14 1.07 0.91 0.89

Ratio stable for 
all type of tracks
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Efficiency from Ks legs
Paul Seyfert (May, 25 2010)

Long Match Forward
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DATA (Tlong, 5σ window)

MC (Tlong, 5σ window)

MeV



(N.Tuning) : We don’t want to rely on the assumption 
that the efficiency is not dependent on Δy

Needed a way to have a converging fit without imposing 
the Gaussian parameters from ‘found’ fit in the 
‘denominator’ fit.

Being sure that we are properly fitting the 
background also in pathological bins like 0-200MeV
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Reducing the background
Only selecting lower multiplicity events (the background
grows quadratically with the multiplicity)

Extracting the background shape combining velo and 
calo clusters coming from different events 
(difficult… but maybe not hopeless.)
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We extract tracking efficiency from data 
using minimum bias events (lot of statistics)

Comparison of 2009 data with “official” and 
“massaged” MC

Reasonable agreement
Ongoing analysis of 2010 data and MC

Still the background must be better 
understood or reduced. 

We have ideas on how to handle it.
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